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Case Study | Google Apps for Business



Dunham-Bush cuts costs and increases employee productivity with Google Apps for Business



At a Glance



What they wanted to do: • Move from fragmented, in-house email infrastructure • Achieve far better performance and uptime • Reduce IT complexity and costs • Ensure smooth migration • Implement value-added collaboration tools What they did:  • Migrated to Google Apps for Business • Implemented dual-email system to streamline global transition • Leveraged tools such as Google Docs and Google Calendar What they accomplished: ®



• Progressed toward eliminating Microsoft Exchange clustered solution • Enjoyed superior performance and 99.9% uptime, without IT effort • Cut licensing costs and staff requirements • Supported anytime, anywhere access with ease • Streamlined transition with dual-email approach • Began collaborating using Google Talk and Google Calendar



Business With the tagline “Products that perform... by people who care,” Dunham-Bush takes pride in its work. The multinational engineering company specialises in providing HVAC systems to hospitals, airports, factories, schools, and other commercial entities around the world. Founded in 1891, the company has numerous locations spread across many regions, including the United States, UK, South Africa, Middle East, Thailand, Russia, and Singapore – with headquarters in Malaysia. Challenge Traditionally, Dunham-Bush operated using siloed IT infrastructures for email, ERP, and CRM, all supported at each separate location. This model was inefficient, because many facilities maintained their own physical server infrastructures and IT administrators. Costs and efforts were mounting, and most of the IT team’s time was spent toward keeping messaging systems available versus adding value to the business. Information sharing among 850 active email users working in dispersed locations was also becoming more difficult. Dunham-Bush operated primarily using a Microsoft® Exchange cluster in Malaysia with ancillary servers in other countries for messaging, but network connectivity issues made connecting to the cluster outside of Malaysia slow and cumbersome. Stifling inbox quotas meant that IT staff or users spent a significant amount of time archiving or deleting emails. From a productivity standpoint, when people travelled to another office, they often did not have up-to-date emails due to the challenges of information synchronisation across the cluster and among servers on multiple continents. “We previously maintained IT facilities all over the globe with many separate solutions for communication, collaboration, supply-chain, customer management, and so on,” explains Vlad Safyanovskiy, Group IT Director for Dunham-Bush. “Our main goal over the last several months has been to centralize our infrastructure – starting with email – and bring all the necessary resources and information employees need under one umbrella to reduce costs and provide better IT services.”



“With reliable, robust email and value-added solutions such as Google Docs, Google Talk, and Google Sites, we saw that Google was at the top of the game.” —Vlad Safyanovskiy, Group IT Director, Dunham-Bush



When Dunham-Bush looked at updating its on-premise, clustered Microsoft® Exchange 2007 Servers, the issues of performance and IT complexity came to the fore. “We had to provide proper performance and ample inbox space to maintain employee productivity, and that would mean upgrading physical servers in a diverse number of locations and purchasing client-access licenses



About Google Apps



Google Apps is an enterprise-ready suite of applications that includes Gmail, Google Calendar (shared calendaring), Google Docs and Spreadsheets (online document hosting and collaboration), Google Sites (team site creation and publishing), and Google Video (easy, secure sharing of video content, Google Video is not available in all countries). For more information, visit: www.google.com.sg/apps “We no longer have to maintain an Exchange administrator in each of our 10 locations. We don’t have to keep paying client access license fees for each Exchange user, and we no longer have the complexity of synchronisation of servers between regions and continents. Anyone can start making simple calculations and see how quickly that adds up.” —Vlad Safyanovskiy, Group IT Director, Dunham-Bush  



for each user. Adding to the challenge, we were facing significant IT complexity when it came to synchronising servers between regions and continents, especially due to our existing clustered server configuration.” Solution Dunham-Bush compared the costs, features, and functionality of three cloudbased solutions: Google Apps for Business, hosted Microsoft® Exchange, and Zimbra. “With reliable, robust email and value-added solutions such as Google Docs, Google Talk, and Google Sites, we saw that Google was at the top of the game,” says Safyanovskiy. “Going Google was an easy decision.” To support multiple remote offices while managing the transition to Gmail as efficiently as possible, Dunham-Bush is working with Google Apps Reseller G-AsiaPacific to migrate using a dual email delivery model. Emails still flow through the cluster system in Malaysia, but they are forwarded to Gmail – seamlessly to end-users. A central Active Directory instance with password synchronization provides single-sign on capabilities for employee convenience. Using a phased approach, Dunham-Bush can migrate to Google Apps location by location, providing comprehensive training along the way. With Google Apps Sync for Microsoft® Outlook, employees can either use Gmail for universal webbased access or Microsoft® Outlook as the front-end for their email. The company is also taking advantage of Google Apps Migration for Microsoft® Exchange to move email from Exchange directly to Google Apps. All the IT team has to do is configure an account in Microsoft® Outlook – and the user is ready to make the move to Gmail. “We decided on dual email delivery to ensure that there would be no business impact to the various country offices,” says Safyanovskiy. “The method is working very well, making the transition smooth for our users. We’re receiving a lot of positive employee feedback.” Dunham-Bush has already transitioned nearly 150 users to Google Apps for Business, and will have moved 100% of its user base – about 850 – by the end of 2010. Employees are also embracing Google Talk for instant messaging and Google Calendar for shared calendaring and scheduling. Results According to Safyanovskiy, users rave about the performance and reliability of Google Apps. “Google’s performance is flawless from any of our locations,” he says. “Especially in the UK, Singapore, and Thailand, where email performance had been problematic, employees tell me they love Google Apps. Google’s 99.9% availability SLA is a great asset for us and for our users.” Safyanovskiy and others at Dunham-Bush also appreciate the valuable tools in Google Apps such as Google Talk and Google Docs to enhance collaboration. “We know they can rely on Google to provide continuous innovations,” he says. “We are already improving business processes with Gmail, Google Talk, and Google Calendar, and we look forward to the capabilities of Google Video and Google Sites as well. Google delivers a lot of value for the money.” Since moving to Google Apps for Business, Dunham-Bush is cutting costs and reducing IT complexity. “We no longer have to maintain an Exchange administrator in each of our locations. We don’t have to keep paying client access license fees for each Exchange user, and we no longer have the complexity of synchronisation of servers between regions and continents,” says Safyanovskiy. “Anyone can start making simple calculations and see how quickly that adds up.”



© 2010 Google Inc. All rights reserved. Google and the Google logo are trademarks of Google Inc. All other company and product names may be trademarks of the respective companies with which they are associated. SS266-1008
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